
English 9a  Fe 

 

Dear class 9a! 

I hope you passed good Easter holidays and enjoyed the sun and are now back 

to “school“ with loads of strength and energy!   

This week’s work: 

Watch this film about Can who needs money and wants to find a job. 

https://www.planet-schule.de/wissenspool/flirt-english/inhalt/sendungen-1-staffel/getting-a-

job.html 

You don’t need printed versions – copy the lists. 

Your tasks for this week and next week (Planet Schule, Flirt English, WDR 2015): 

Getting a Job  

Vocabulary - What is the meaning of...? 

Which words do you already know? Translate the words from the film into 

German. 

If you don´t know the word use a dictionary. 

hard  

punctual  

before  

quick  

travel-agency  

(to) answer, answered, answered  

reservation  

duty  

during  

https://www.planet-schule.de/wissenspool/flirt-english/inhalt/sendungen-1-staffel/getting-a-job.html
https://www.planet-schule.de/wissenspool/flirt-english/inhalt/sendungen-1-staffel/getting-a-job.html


secondly  

surprise  

skint  

(to) pay, paid, paid  

(to) cost, cost, cost  

fortune  

(to) weigh, weighed, weighed  

juicer  

(to) keep, kept, kept  

(to) call, called, called  

part-time  

(to) recommend, recommended, 

recommended 

 

application  

seat  

nervous  

confidence  

necessary  

detail  

juicer  

first name  

(to) expect, expected, expected  

detail  

(to) ask, asked, asked  

travel-agency  

good afternoon  

winner  

work  



WRITING Now tell the story. The pictures and sentences can help you. Use 

linking phrases (book p. 172)   

 

Getting a Job 
 

 

Can is skint. 

 

Can needs some money. 

 

Can wants a part-time job. 

 

Suzie helps Can to find a job. 



 

Can fills in an application form. 

 

Can prepares for his job interview. 

 

Can applies for a job. 

 

Can works as a waiter in a restaurant. 

 

 

MORE VOCABULARY: JOBS 

Translate the jobs into German. 

English  German  

baker  

beautician  

builder  

carpenter  

computer technician  

dental assistant  



medical assistant  

electrician  

florist  

joiner  

legal assistant  

lorry driver  

(auto) mechanic  

nursery school teacher  

painter  

postman/-woman  

plumber  

travel agent  

waiter/waitress  

baggage handler  

bus driver  

cashier  

cleaner  

courier  

DJ  

gardener  

shop assistant  

WRITING. Give a description of every job in one or two sentences. 

 

 

         Any questions? 

         Contact me 

         Mail: uta@b-fechler.de 



 


